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Press Release – for immediate release
Ockham’s Razor return to Worthing with, This Time, a show about time, age
and the stories we tell ourselves.

Worthing Theatres and Museum are excited to announce the return of
acclaimed circus company Ockham’s Razor with their intergenerational
aerial show This Time. At the Pavilion Theatre from Friday 23 - SUnday 25 July
2021.

With a cast ranging from 13 to 60 This Time combines circus, autobiographical
storytelling and original equipment to create compelling visual theatre. It
looks at love, support and struggle in families alongside perceptions of
strength and ability: how we are strong in different ways at different times in
our lives.

Featuring a series of aerial frames which are raised from floor to ceiling the
four performers lift, push and cradle each other through thresholds and over
ledges. Bodies are suspended high in the air and swung close to the ground in
innovative new takes on trapeze and swinging cradle.

Directors Charlotte Mooney and Alex Harvey have said ‘Once circuses were
mostly inter-generational; it was a family affair. Although some traditional
circuses still work this way, in contemporary circus it is fairly rare to see old and
young together. Over the past few years we had an increasing desire to see
more contemporary circus with different bodies, different ages.’

Ockham’s Razor are an aerial theatre company formed in 2004 and have
performed in theatres and festivals throughout the U.K, Europe, U.S.A. and
Australia. They have established a reputation for innovative, arresting,
accessible performances, combining circus and visual theatre to make work
that is arresting and entertaining. They specialise in creating physical theatre
on original pieces of aerial equipment and create stories from the
vulnerability, trust and reliance that exist between people in the air.
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Rather than paint the circus performer as a superhuman character capable
of impressive feats, Ockham’s Razor look to make work that draws on the
human and the real, where the characters go through recognisable
experiences, emotions and conflicts which the audience can identify with
and relate to.

This Time will be at the Pavilion Theatre from Friday 23 - Sunday 25 July 2021.
Tickets are available from £14.50. For more information and to book event
tickets visit www.wtam.uk or call the WTM Box Office on 01903 206206.
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EVENT LISTING
This Time
Date: Friday 23 - Sunday 25 July 2021
Venue: Pavilion Theatre, Marine Parade, Worthing, West Sussex, BN11 3PX
Link: https://wtam.uk/events/this-time/
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E: shaun@turtlekeyarts.org.uk
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